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LECTURE III.
Questions concerning the Inheritance of Syphilis.-On' Tznsmission

to many Children in Succession.-The supposed connection between
Syphilis and Rickets.-Ulcers of the Paldte and Pharjynx.-ial-
Jormation of Joints consequent on Syphilitic Periostitis in Infancy.
-Ringworm of the Tongue, possibly sometimes connected with In-

herited Syphilis.
Questions concerning the Inheritance of Syphilis.-The number

of important questions which are still undetermined in respect
to the transmission of syphilis from parent to child is very

great. Indeed, it is remarkable how comparatively young almost all
our knowledge on this subject is. It is not veiy long since it was

held that contagion during parturition was the only method by which
the mother could convey syphilis to her child. Next, when intra-
uterine acquisition came to be admitted, there was still vehement
scepticism as to whether the father could transmit. I myself well
remember a debate at a sister society, in which a leadinig physiologist
of the day ridiculed such an idea. It was held, and with a vigour
of assurance which may well excite the marvel of a timid reasoner,

that the mother only could convey it, and that she must necessarily
have had the disease prior to the time of conception. Part of this
creed, a priori improbable as it may seem, lingers still. Almost every

one, I believe, now accepts the doctrine that a tainted father may

beget tainted offspring, but some of our best authorities hold that, if
a p gnant woman contracts syphilis, it is quite impossible that her
di se can hurt the child in her womb. I need hardly say that the
converse proposition, that, namely, of the possible ill influence of a

tainted ftetus upon the mother who carries it, is still a matter of dis-
pute. We must not complain of the results of healthy scepticism,
nor must we ignore the great and peculiar difficulties of the investiga-
tion. So manifold, indeed, are the latter, that we ought perhaps not
to be surprised at the vigour with which every inch of progress is
dlisputed, nor disappointed if the battles which had seemed to be won
a quarter of a century ago have to be fought again.
The evidence which is available in questions relating to the in-

heritance of syphilis is but seldom absolutely conclusive. It is

almost always circumstantial, and yields at the best only a strong
probability. Our isolated facts are usually weak in themselves, and

assume strenaLh only when they are accumulated. It is the old story
of the bundle of sticks whichimake up a faggot. Now, different
ninds display great differences of capability in yieldfng assent to con-

clusions based on evidence of this kind. There are those who seem

capable of trusting implicitly to any single fact, oI seeming fact, Which
has occurred under their own cognisance, and yet can reject with
confidence a large body of evidence based upon the general experience
of others. To my own mind, I may confess that the general tenour of
facts conveys much more of conviction than does the seeming lesson
of an isolated case, however clearly the lattedr iiay be stated. Many
have been the occasions in which subsequent revelations have con-

firmed me in the creed that, when an isolated case seems to be strongly
in opposition to the more general, but it is td be admitted, vague and

uncertain deductions from many others, it' i§ wise to suspend the
judgment, and to feel much doubt as to the accuracy of the asserted
fact.
The evidence which leads us to belieire that 6. father can transmit

syphilis quite independently of the mother, is peciuliarly of the kind
referred to. In any given case, it is next to imp6s§ible to prove that
the mother has never suffered. When, however, wee find that 'the
hiistory isrepeated not once or t'wice, but hitndrikds bf times, that a

[1310]': ';

man known to have had syphilis, marries a woman apparently health,y,
and believed to have been chaste, and that, without auy obviouis illne$s
in the mother, a syphilitic child is produced, we become obliged to
believe that inheritance from the father is not only possible' but
common. If it be suggested that in these cases the mother always
first receives the disease, we reply that, although it is quite possible
that now and then this might occur without the primary and
seconaary symptoms being recognised, it is simply inconceivable that
it should happen often. Primary symptoms in women are often over-
looked, but secondary ones are obvious enouah. Yet, in the case of
syphilitic children, it is a matter of common occurrence for the mother
to show no symptoms, and to assert that, from the day of her marriage
to the birth of her child, she has never ailed anything. The firm-
ness of our belief on such a point will probably depend much upon the
extent of our personal experience; for, however willing we may be to
accept courteously the facts offered us by others, we seldom believe
with confidence, till the evidence has passed under our own eyes.
Exactly the same kind of pfoof of probability is offered us in respect

to the influence of an infected fretus upon a previously healthy
mother. I published, more than twenty years ago, a long series of
cases, which, I thought, illustrated the assertion of Ramsbotham,
Harvey, and others, that the foetus might infect its mother. The
fallacy in them all was the obvious one that the mother might pos-
sibly have had syphilis herself. Probably a certain portion of the
cases given were to be so explained. The women possibly did not
give candid statements of their own ailments, or the latter had been
so slight that they had not observed them. Again, however, I assert
that there is a limit to an acceptance of such an explanation. When
we find the same statement given by mother after mother, we become
obliged to believe that it is probably true. It will be seen that wo
want proof of two things; first, that a woman may carky a syphilitic
child without herself suffering in any obvious manner, and secondly
that, although she shows no symptoms, yet she does in reality receive
a taint. Of the first I submit that the proof is abundant ; of the-
second it is possibly less convincing. It consists in the fact that,
women not unfrequently present tertiary symptoms who have nevez
had pnrmary or secondary ones, and next, that they are not suscept-.
ible of contamination by their infants. In the paper to which I havq.
referred, I gave many instances of the occurrence of tertiary pheno-
mena under the conditions mentioned ; and I have since, on severaL
occasions, appealed to th#now well-known law of Colles, as affording
proof that the mother does in this way acquire protection against
syphilis, although she may never have shown a symiptom. I cannot.
say that recenlt years have supplied any large number of well-marked
examples of tertiarysymptoms under the conditions referred to, but they
have been sufficient, both as to character and to frequency, to support
the conclusions at which I formerly arrived.

It remains to ask whether Colles' law stands the test of time. I
certainly think that it does. Although now for many years it has
been widely known, and muc' effort has been ma(le to draw the atten-
tion of the profession to the very remarkable fact which it asserts,
yet no well-accredited exceptions to it have been placed on record. II
have most certainly myself never witnessed a single case which in any
way resembled an exception. I have seen a certain number of casea
in which women contracted chancres on the nipple from the mouths
of infants whom they had suckled, but in not one case of this kind
was the infant-which conveyQd the infection the offspring of ther
w6ian who acquired the chancre. I have seen innumerable instances
of mothers nursing their own syphilitic infants, and yet acquiriAg no
'disease. I theieflore believe, with confidence, in Colles' law, and hold.
that it will, with every additional year of experience, become less and
less a moot question.
About two years ago, my friend, Dr. David Lees, of the Great

Ortnond Street Children's Hospital, sernt to me an interesting caste
bearing upon this poilnt. A mother, who was suckliing an infant, had
a chaniere on her nipple, and her child also showed symptoms of
syphilis. Here, then, was an apparent exception. We found, how-
ev'er, on careful inquiry-and this, let mc say, was the conclusion.
to which Dr. Lees had come independently of my investigations-that
the infant was the suibject of primary acquireda syphilis, and not of
inherited taint. Thus, so far from being an exception, it was, in some
sense, a confirmatory fact. The mother had borne a healthy fcetus
and had, therefore, never acquired any immunity as regardX the
contagion which reached her acci'dentally through her own infant.

It will be seen that these several statements of law are mutuall~
connected, and give each other support. If it is true (and ,the'pro9f
is overwhelming) that A tather can give the syphilitic virutsto Vi'
child, it tollowsthat previously healthy women will otten become the
bearers of contaminated erdlkyos. That, as a rule, they do n:o't suf&r
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nl,Uhritlly or even hoticeably dqlting pregnancy,' must, I'fth iinJb
conceded ; whilst, lastly, we have the seeming fact that they a{e lhAdr'
Wlrds insusceltible of conitamiiation from their own children. To tbpAe
who still, withi Kassowitz and others, doubt that the femtus infetbqith
mother, I would suggest thiat there is nothing in the least improbable
ii such an occurrence. To me, indeed, it seems exceedingly impro-
bhble that it shlould not do so. That with a disease so virulently
dointagious as syphilis is, a tainted organism should for nine inonths
fetaiti in sueh close contact as that of intra-uterine lifb, and yetcause
n6 contamination, would surelyi be a very extraordinary fact. At
the same time, I fully admiit thatwe have no facts which would lave
ltd us a priori to expect that in most cases, as sebms to be, f46t, the
dolitamnination would be effected quietly and without any obvious olit-
brealk of secondary symptoms. This, I repeat, is an occurrence which
We could niot have anlticipated, but we must remember that it takes
place ulnder conditions for which we have no parallels. It is'notn1sore
excelitional than is the well recognised fact that, during'ifitra-uterine
life, as a rule, the fcetu3 itself, although severely tainted, remains in
perfectlhealth. It may, perhaps, be that it is owing to this state of
suppressionl of the vigour of the virus in the fcetus, that it is possible
for it to contaminate its mother without exciting any immediate
indications of disease. The virus is possibly for a time in a minimised
condition. A fev cases occur of seeming fcetal contamination in
Which a violent outbreak of secondaries does take place, and these are, I
believc, alwiys instances of death of the embryo and early abortion.
There is usually, however, in these, room for much suspicion that the
mother may possibly have had a chancre, for they almost always
occur within a few months of marriage. Unquestionably, the rule is,
as I have inldicated above, that a woman married to a diseased hus-
baled who begets tainted children, yet remains herself free from
symptoms,
muImust pass on to other questions. We will next ask whether it

is possible for amother who contracts syphilis during her, pregnancy

to infect her fcetus. As a matter of inference, I should have been
inclinied to reply that, if time sutfficient were allowed, she must almost
necessarily do so. The poisoni breeds with virulence in her system;
how can possibly the child in her womb escape its influence? To
other miiinds, lrnvever, the probabilities look different and,.oi the
assumption thiat the virus calnnot possibly pass through the walls of
the placental vessels, the suggustion that the fcetus can receive contami-
nation has beenmet with a vehement denial, even by good aithorities.
I have mniyself met with several cases which appeared to be very coI-
dlusive as proof of its occurrence. Many years ago, I was asked by
Dr. Barnes to examine a pregnant lady whohad syphilis. She was

then near theenld of her tern-. I saw her chancre, and I saw her
secondaryrash. They were of(quite recent ac(luisition. It fact,her
husbalndhad gone astray because, on account ofher pregnancy, she
had ceased to be attractive to him. I had attendedhim, and was
coguisaiit of the date of his chancre. The evidence that neither
parent was sufferl'ingr from syphilis at the time of the conception of
the foetus is, I submit, conclusive; yet the child, which could have
derived its taint from no other source than the mother's blood,
suffered severely, in the ordinary manner, from infantile symptoms,
and in later life had severe keratitis and other specific ailments.
Asregards the influence of inheritance from one or the other

parent, fromil the father orthe mother, I will state broadly my con-
Viction that itmaakes no difference; the inheritance is just asceJrtain,
and just asuncertain, in the onecase as in the other.Nor have I
been able to trace any difference in the severity. I shall mention
incidentally a fewi, facts supporting these general statements, but shall
not attempt any detailed proof. To give it would involve much loss
f tiuie;andonl such a matter it is perhaps fair to say that the onus

probandi iests with the assertor.It has been, I believe, a widely
accepted beliefthat, when the mother is the parent who has suffered,
transi 'ission is both more sureand more severe. Of this, from a care-
ful examination of facts, I feel assured that there is no evidence.
Nor canl I believe that the fact of both parents havingsuffered makes

any difference in the severity of the disease in the child. Inheritance
from both parents instead of one probably makes no greater difference to
the child,tlhani does vaccination on both arms instead of one only. It
renders tranismission more certain, but in no materialdegree intensifies
the disease transmitted. Scarlet fever is the same malady when con-
tracted bysinmultaneousinfection from two persons as when from one

only, and it is not probable that any different law obtains in the case

of syphilis. It is impossible to intensify or to alter it. It is a specific
disease, and must necessarily be complete, and cannot possibly be more
than so.C ontagion from one source is sufficient forth e fall result,
contagion from more than one brings with it no aggravation It is
not improbably as absurd to think that the disease will be! more severe

when the transmission is from bQth parents, as to suppose that the
acquired disease is worse when there are two chancres. In saying this,
I am not forgetful that muiltiplicity on the part of a primary lesion-
as, for example, in vaccination-does, to some slicrht extent, heighten
the disease.
On Cases of Transmission to Many Children in SucceSSion..-It

is but seldom that proof can be obtained of a tendelncy to transmit
syphilis extending over many years. Usually, one, two, or perhaps
three, children suffer; and then there is an end of it, and the younger
ones appear to be in every respect healtby. The fact that interstitial
keratitis is met with in first-born children in very disproportionate
excess is well known. The explanation of this which is usually given
is. of course, that the taint is in the parents a temporary thing ; that
they are gradually getting rid of it. The period of its duration-tlhe
length of time, in other words, dusing which transmission is possible
-may, however, vary much; and I purpose to say a few words as to
certain exceptional cases, in which children of the same parents born
at long intervals yet suffered definitely from the taint. In doing
this,we must first direct our attention especially to two or three ques-
tions which are still matters of debate.

1. Is there any reason to believe that, when syphilis shows itself in
several children of the same family, its degree of severity is less in
the younger than in the elder ones?

2. Is it usual for some children to escape entirely, when elder and
younger ones suffer severely?

3. When children in the same family show very widely different
degrees ofs,everity in symptoms during infancy, can anything be pre-

dicated from that fact as to their proneness to suffer later on in life ?
I will state beforehand what my impressions are on those several

points, but we will still keer- our minds open to any doubts which
may be suggested by the critical analysis of facts. I believe, then,
that there is no reason for thinking that the transmission of syphilis
is ever a thing of less or more, but rather, that if a child inherits any
taint, it inherits the whole malady. The very varying degrees of
severity which we constantly witness, are due to causes similar to
those to which we have recourse to explain the different degrees of
severity which we constantly witness in the acquired disease. When
scarlet fever is passing through a family, or a school, we do not ex-

pect every child to have it with equal severity, nor do we seek to
explain inequality by supposing that, in the mild cases, only a half
dose of the poison was received. Rather, we are content to believe
that something in the pre-existing state of the different children dis-
posed one to suffer much and another but little. Just the same in
acquired syphilis. Why should we introduce a newtheory to explain
a parallel fact in respect to the inherited taint? It is very easy to
speak of "the taint dying out," and of one child as having received a
larger dose in consequence of being bornnearer to its parents' ac-

quisition ; but the question is, are such expressions in accordance
with probable fact? We cannot, I suspect, be too liberal in our allow-
ance for different degrees, of severity from, so to speak, accidental
cause, from idiosyncrasy, or from causes which we cannot estimate.

I liad once under my care, at Moorfields, a brother and sister named
K. The boy was aged 15, and had been underMIr. Hulke's care

for interstitial keratitis three or four years beforeI saw him. THe
had a most characteristic set of syphilitic teeth. His sister was six
years younger than him, and she attended for very severe interstitial
keratitis ; it affected both eyes, and was, I think, much m-ore severe
than even her elder brother's had been. Her teeth, however, were
muchleas malformed than his; in fact, there was only one in which
auy defect of development could be asserted. As regards phy-
siognomy, the two children were much alike, neither of them preselnted
very marked peculiarities. Thus, we have here proof of the taint
persisting for six or seven years,and there was no reason to think
that it had diminished in severity, for the younger child suffered as
much as her elder brother.
The next case which I shall cite is that of a family named

R. John Henry, a boy aged 9, was brought to me with recent
keratitis of the left eye; it was characteristic. His teeth could
scarcely be said to besuspicious. We, examined his right eye for
choroiditis, and could And none. An elder sister named Ruth came

with him; her teethirere typical; she suffered from nystagmus, was

deaf, and in her choroids were numerous patches of pigment-accumu-
lation. Ruth was aged 12, John Henry 9, so that we have proof of
the taint affecting tw9 children with an interval of three years, and we

find the younger suffering scarcely less than the elder. But I have not
told you all; there was along family-history at which we must glan-e;
and when we have done so, I think we shall see reasonito believe that
Ruth was herself born ten years or more after her parents acquired
the taint. I may tell you that I saw their father,an intelligent

Tte.6,) 1886.
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candid man, who gave me all the help he could. He- did not adrait
having had any fresh s Iiijis sijne narriage
Mr. and.Mrs. t. wer' marAed in 1854, she being then 18, anI h#

24. Their eldest chod wuas WMors' vithin the year, and is now living
(aged 31). This child had an erupt#on'in erly inf4ncy, and, was very
ill. He survived, however, anQ thexe is no proof that he has suffered
anything since. In 1857, a girl was born dead at fuIll time;in*m 8,
were born twins, one dead, and ohe destined to die on the third day;
in 1859, a boy, who lived only three weeks; and in 1860, 1861, 1862
and 1863 in each year, a child, none of th.em living more than six
snonthsr After these pome4 Ruth, whose case I have mentioned; she
was born in 1804. Between her aiid7 John Henry two were b9rn, both
of whom,ied, John Henry,. as we have seen, suffers rather severely.
After him came, in 1869, aboy who diid of scarlet fever at the'age of
4, having been quite healthy. Thus out of thirteen children, three
oiily are living.
The following is a yet more remarkable narrative in proof that a

younger child may suffer most. The elder one appeared, indeed, to
escape entirely; bet as it died young, we cannot feel sure that nothing
would have followed.

Case int which the First-Born Child of a oltihcr who had Suffered
frorn Syphilis Escapied ,any Epidence of Taint in Infancy, whilst the
Seconid Stffered Severely.- Sojne years ago I saw, with Mr. Cooper, of
Bow,- a veiry interestipg ca$C of heredito-syphilis. Our patient was a
male inifalnt, aged three months, born quite healthy-looking, but now
covered with a syph.litict rash, and much emaciated. Both parents
appeared lhealthy. They had been ;narried nearly three years. Before
marriage the mother had contracted a sore on her lip from kissing a
brother who had; syphilis. This sore was recognised by her medical
attendants as a chancre ; it was followed by a rash, and she was treated
for svphlilis by mercury. The gentleman, now her husband, was then
engaged to her. He was made aqquinted with the facts, and declined
to allow the bocrre4ce to affect their relations. About a year after
the sypiilis they were rmArried, the young, lady having then for six
months beeni apprently in perfect health. A year after marriage the
first child, a girl was born. She remained quite free from symptoms,
and seemingly in excellent health, until at six months she was car-
ried off by a short attack of whooping-cough. Mr. Cooper confirmed
to me the parents' statement that this child never showed any indica.p
tions of syphilitic taint. During the whole of her married life the
inother had remained free from symptoms, and she ap.peared to be
quite well at the- time that I was consulted about her second
child. The father had never had syphilis, either before marriage or
afterwards.
We seem to have here a case in proof that a mother, in whom tha

taint has been ,wholly latent for three years, may bear a child destined
to suffer severely in the usual manner, and at the usual age. It is
also proved that a first-born child may escape (so far as infancy is
concerned) the effects of a maternal taint, from which a younger one
may yet suffer severely.

It is a matter for interesting speculation wlhether the sex of the
infant has any influence on its liability to stuffer. The one which ap-
parently escaped was a girl, the one who suffered was a boy ; the taint
was a maternal one only. I call attention to this fact, but withoutsug-
gesting that itbhas any importance. I have in vain attempted to
find auy law or rule in reference to difrerence of severity of incidence
of inherited syphilis in the two sexes.' That a 'majority of those who
suffer from iritis in infancy, and from keratitis when adolescent, are
girls, seems, so far as present statistics go, to be established.

Jnherited SyMphils in Two Sisters, the Yoznger suffering the most
severely.-In 1861, a man brought to Moorfields two girls, his
daughters, both of whom suffered from interstitial keratitis. In both
the infinnimation of the corneat w4s just beginning, yet the elder was
three years (12) older than her sister (9). The younger, in whom it
was beginning earlier, appeared to suffer more severely throughout.
lIer physiognomy and teeth were characteristic, whilst her elder sister
showed very slight peculiarities of physiognomy, and had' perfect
teeth.

I cite this as a very irppQrtae4 iteim of 'eidence in proof of the un-
equal sqvcrity of inherited syphilesquie in4lependently of the peiod
which h-a elapsed since the d isensi the parents. lt was smque-
tionable: that both .had 'srfered4,yijtehe elder one had apparently
almost ese 'a the sym]ptoms coqupou, in the inaitic perriod. The
case 1t also ofi4t4ret bsstoi.ng ew, aJ4nott,wh, ly latqnt thp taint,
may ble up tJ.i tiqsof the ovttti o lieratitis, d tle sjpt9i
lRee in reve4ied, postiopt haet is,'1ad tpe.yoqrgez, one sured'P
Alightly,as di4the e!de, tbe eas prould'l$ve sAer~e4 very strong ,

support of the greed that the taint i$ minimised by time.
1th- Sutpposed Contection betwecen .4frkets #n4 :SpkilUs.-The'

dependence or otherwise of -te- bone-affections usually known as
rThk et pU-pOil' an nherited it of syphllis, is one which'hRssbe,
maucl discusspd duiiin'g the last,eiiyears' 'The lat9 M. Pariot ven-
tque4on 'tie bold herqsv that aMZ rA'k&ts is due to- ypbilis,'ak i.j hp
co*pv, qf hip Jsve0t,,gations o'h a4t gown t?us home very iptortant

pttyrs of'patholoical fact. I a eento Ailarge exteept preced,e
by Wegner, of Berlin, and by Taylor, sf Stew York, and he hr, sae
been 'admirably suppleme-nted,mcongst,ourselves by the invt4figataqis
of Dr. Barlow and Dr. David Lees. I oannot now venturq qn amoee
tian a ve'ry br ief summary of the facts which have been elicited. It
is now quite certain that, during the s6condary stage of syphilis in
infauts; that is, from the frst to the sixth month, or longer, bone.
4$eqtions are very apt to,ecur, and that tfey are attended by extersive
de&iosis of new porous bone, constituting what have heeen callsl
bos's, onithe skull. The long bones also suffr, but more rarely, a#p
tey arIre affected chiefl.y near to their epiphyses. Suppuration mai,
in rare cases, occur. These nodes are at this stage always multiple,
and usually symmetrical. They disappear under specific treatmept, and
do not usixally rec'ur untI sonie years later. As childhood advauces ;
for example, from the age of five to ten years, or more, bone-affectfjorns
of another class are comnmon. The shafts of the long bones 1}6w
chiefly suffer, and the skull but seldoIi. Suppuration is very. u-
common, and sclerosis, or the production of laqge osseons nodes1 ai
common. Sometimes the nodes are large einough to simulate . 9
growths. Now, at both stages, syphilitic bone-affections may be and
often are mistaken for rickets. Manry years ago I called attesatiori. to
the fact that children With chronic periostitis, producing alteratidli
in the form of the tibia and overgrowth, found their way to,4e
orthopaedic hospitals, and were liberally treated by splints. These
cases are,.however, far less common than those .in which, in early in-
fancy it is difficult to tell whether the childl has syphilis,'or ricke6s,
or, both. The simultaneois occrhence of the tiwo is veiy conimmj,,
and' hence the difficulties which investigators have found in cotrrrn
to clear opinions as to the relationship between thens. We play,
however, I think, believe with confdence that there ls a pure rirtkets
dependent upon dietetic causes, which has nothing whatever to do
with syphilis. It may easily be the fact tnat the existence of the
rachitic state in an infant who has also an inherited taint of syphilis
may give a decided tendency to bone-disease, and more especial1y to
affections near the epiphyses. The local pathological product i'ay
al3o be a mixed one, and partake of the combined influence of ftle
two causes. There is no reason why the two causes should' nit
nix.

Ulcers of the Palate and Pharynx. -The qustion as to whtherd,
ulcerations of the palate andpharynx, when met with in young personp
are-usually due to syphilis or to icrofula is one of grpat inteaest. I long
ago ventured to record, as the result of sonme observation, my conqlu-
sion that it was rare in these cases to meet with syphilitic teeth; an4
I felt obliged, in not a few cases of this kind, to leaye the diagnosis
uncertain. As the result of further observations, I'mnay now say that;
yea! by year, the balance of evidence has more and more inclined to`,wards; the creed that such lesions are almost always syphilitic.
We admitted into the London Hospital a lad who had a perforating

ulcer of his soft palate, almost phagedainic. He was cured by cauter.
isation of the ulcer. The most ca6eful examination of the lad himself
and of his family history failed to.elicit a single 'fact suppbrting the
suspicion of inherited taint. His teeth were of good form; his phyr
siognlory was good; he had not suffered from either chnroiditis in-
keratitis. So the case stood. A year later', this saeu patient cameto,
me at Ioorfields for his eyes, and pa6sd through a characterist3
attack of interstitial keratitis. Of late years, I have seen no case o
deep uleeration in the throat inl a young person without beiIngr able to
mal4e the diagnosis of inheritcd,yphilis probable.
Some years ago, Dr. Wilks wai kind eiough to lend me, from his

private library, a most interesting religious tract, which bears upon
this subject. It was an autobiography, printed before I wap bor'n
which eontaiued an excellent portrait of the hSeredito-syphilitic phy-
siognomy.. It is entitled, " The Conversion and subsequent HistoryofTWenjamin Lawson, an Afflicted Youtht deprivea of his ppee9h by.
Scrofula; on account of, which hq was for nine`weeks an indoor patkqe,tin lKing'a Ward, St. Thomas's HIospital, in.the year 1815." The ppt-
tr4it prefixed showed the bridge of the nose sunk level with the cheeks,
and the forehead large, with prominent ro4tal. eminences. .The $ub-
jeet of the autobiography records that hew, l,e: i,i 170S, in: Cop.
p9rgate, York, "of poor but honest parents."` At thea e of 1, he
b #u to safler from a very bad sore-thr6at« and subsequently :had a

.iclarge. from his nose; at the age of,i, a loose -piece. ef hone came
out of his nose; at this time, he was ver' feeble, buit still worked as

a n,y-by in a printing office.

11 - -1
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THF 3BRITIi* "MEDICAL JOiUt 4L.
After this, bone continued occasionally to come away, and he wds

Mr. Cliie's patient at St. Thomas's Hospital in 1815.
He recovered from a condition which appears to have been thought

almost hopeless, and lived ten years longer. The precise cause of lila
d6 th is not recorded; he mentions, however k fact which corrdoh6
rates the diagnosis of syphilis. Whilst he Was in the hospital, Mh
fatler had a bad throat; it had been bad three months, and still 6t
getting worse, so that he could scarcely eat.
"A kind female friend, Mrs. G., who called to see me, got my

father visited by the Methodist Society for relieving and communi-
cating religious knowledge to the poor. The kind friend who came
last to visit my father was a medical gentleman, who, on lookiig tit
nmy father's throat, told him, if he did not get into some hospittl, he
might soon be a dead man ; he might get cured then, but he was
dying for the use of means." He "got a letter for Middlesex Hos-
pital ;" and, when "he had been there but a week, he appeared much
better. I was afraid to take anything solid, for fear it should stick in
the hole in my palate and choke me; which, by the long progress of
the disease, was as large as a shilling, directly over the throat * aid
by the frequent loss of pieces of bone, occasioned such a vacancjy that;
if anything lodged there, it nearly caused suffocation, and almost
choked me till I got it away. I got so hungry, I was afraid I should
be starv-ed to death; for, though the thick milk was very nourishing,
yet I always felt hungry after it."

This narrative is, I think, valuable as evidence in favour of the
syphilitic nature of disease of the bones of the palate and nose, such
as are frequently called strumous.

Permit me to mention one or two other cases illustrating the same
point. A young man from S., aged 19, presented a good instance of
destruction of the palate and nasal bones by congenital syphilis. His

nasal chambers were one cavity, everv trace of the vomer and turbi-
ntted bones having disappeared. le uvula and adjacent parts of the
soft palate bad been destroyed. His nose had fallen down considerably,
and the right ala had been in part destroyed. In 1885, six years aiftb
the beginning, all the parts were soundly healed, and there appeared
no fear of a relapse. His teeth were good, and his physiognomy showed
buit little peculiarity. No projections on the frontal eminences were
recognisable by the eye, but to the finger they were distinctly so.

There was a considerable osseous node on one tibia.
It will be seen that in this case, although the destruction within

the nlose was so extensive, there was but little else by which to re-
cognise the diathesis. It might easily have been a case in which all
hereditary taint might have been deemed to be absent. The node of
the tibia alone revealed the taint, and it by no means decided the
question as to whether we had to deal with inherited br with acquired
disease. When I add that the boy was the youngest of his familv,
and that all his brothers and sisters were quite -healthy, it will be seen
yet more clearly how near we might have been to a mistaken conclu-
sion. The final evidence was given by the family surgeon, who was
cognisant of the fact that his parents had both had syphilis shortly
before his birth, and that his mother still suffered. Such a case
ought, I think, to be allowed very considerable weight whenever, in
the absence of historv or of corroborative lesions, we mray be tempted
to say that destruietion of the nasal bones or ulceration of the palate
is of strumous origin.
A year or two after I saw this patient, his mother consulted mb

She was the subject of locomotor ataxy, and had suffered, twenty
years ago, severely from syphilis. Since ataxy is of comparative
rarity in women, it is of interest to note this fact as to antecedent
history.

M31alformation of Jointts Consequent upon Syphilitic Periostitis in
7infancy.-Singular anid very deceptive malformations of joints are

sometimes pro6duced by the irregular overgrowth of long bones in con-
genital syphilis. They are sometimes helped by alterations in the
epiphysal extremities, due to the same cause. Many years ago,' I had
under my care, in the London Hospital, a girl aged about 6, who had
large nodes on both her femora, and was unquestionably the subject of
inherited syphilis. The forms of her elbows were altered in such a way
that the end of the radius was displaced upwards in the external con-
dyle, and simulated a partial dislocation. We were doubtful whether
or not it was a congenital condition, but I was more inclined to refer
it to influences mentioned, and to think that the radius was ovet-
grown. Some facts subsequently supplied to me by Mr. W. E.
Hacon, of Upper Holloway, gave support to this opinion. Mr.
Hacon's patient was a girl aged 14, the subject of specific disease, who
had formerlv suffered from keratitis and multiple nodes. One elbow
looked exactly as if the radius were dislocated forwards, "but, on
imre careful examination, it was certain there was no dislocation, and
AM the deformity was owing to flattening of the external condyle.'

tfhere was such alteration in fodrm of the lower epiphysis that, in
neasuring across the back of the joint, from one condyle to the other,
there was the difference of nearly an inch in favour of the affected
side. Thus the externsl condyle projected much more than the in-
krnal one (contrary, of course, t'What is normal).
"'Mr. Hacon.told me he had seen t1wo somewhat similar cases. The
deformity is probably due to! overgrowth of some parts of the epi-
physis itself, just as we get overgro*th of long bones, under similar
circumstances, as the result of lasting syphilitic inflammation.

Periostitis in Infanzcy: Arrested Growth of Radius.-Mr. and Mrs.
C. sjmffered from syphilis together, and, rather severely. Both were
treated with mercury, but I believe not for long. An infant born in
May 1880, died. The second, born in 1881, was brought to me when
fburteen weeks old. She had bad snuffles, and was covered with a
duisky papular eruption. 'These symptoms had begun at six weeks old;
she had also swelling and pain about the left wrist, and it is on ac-
count of this symptom that I mention the case. Six or eight months
liter, I saw the child again. She was a very small child, but had got
rid of all symptoms excepting enlargement of the lower end of the
radius, which was still considerable. It appeared that the growth of
the radius had been arrested, for the overgrowth of the ulna was push-
Ing the carpus over to the radial side. I was told that there had been
nodes on the skull, but they had now disappeared.
Ringworm of the Tongue possibly sometimes in connection with In-

hkreted Syphilis.-A few words must be said as to the possible depend-
ence of what has been called ringworm of the tongue upon inher'ited
taint. It is well known that' affections of this organ at later stages
are exceedingly rare in connection with inheritance, whilst they are
yery'common in the acquired form. I have placed on the table some
waxi csts, which were given me by M. Parrot, showing this affection in
youngchildren the subjectsof taint. M. Parrot taught that theso-called
ringwort of the tongue was usuallya' symptom of congenital syphilis.
Alt ough I have seen several marked examples of it in which there
was no reason whatever to suspect such a cause, I have also seen
others in which that diagnosis was probably correct. An infant
(George R.), aged 8 months, was sent to me by a surgeon in Scar-
borough. All history of syphilis in the parents was denied, but two
very suspicious conditions were present together. They were wander-
ing semicircular patches on the tongue, and periostitis of the lower
part of the humerus. There was much swelling and tenderness of the
affected bone; dislocation of the radius had been diagnosed. Under
iodide of potassium, the periostitis entirely subsided, but the elbow
was left somewhat stiff. The tongue also recovered.
In another case of ringworm of the tongue, in a young child, I had

myself treated the father for syphilis within a few years. The child,
however, appeared to be in excellent health, and had never shown
any suspicious symptoms excepting the tongue.
We may probably conclude that this form of superficial glossitis is

in some cases of syphilitic origin, but in the majority not so. It is
exceedingly difficult to diagnose between the two.

[To be continuted.]

HYPERTROPHY OF THE BREAST. -Dr. Speth, of Munich, has
described, in a recent number of the Mfunch. Aertlich. Intel.
Blatt, an instructive case of this disease, under the care of rro-
fessor Helferich. The patient was subject to a steady hypertrophy
of the right breast during every pregnancy; after labour, the en-
largement remained stationary for about six days, and then de-
creased, but the breast never returned to its natural size. The en-
largement was accompanied by severe pain. She -was 26 years old,
and had been five times pregnant in the space of five years and a few
months. The weight of the breast towards the end of the fifth preg-
nancy was about twenty pounds, and its greatest circumference over
twenty-five inches. It hung down to the anterior superior spine of the
ilium. In its substance, six large totugh glandular lobules could be
detected. It secreted no milk, though the left breast was in perfect
order durinig lactation. Dr. Speth considers that pure hypertrophy of
the breast is exceedingly rare, most alleged cases being instances of
hypertrophy accompanying fibroma or sarcoma; indeed, he declares
that an indisputable case is unknown. Even the hypertrophy itself
appears to be invariably associated with chronic inflammation and
serous infiltration. The interstitial connective tissue is greatly in-
creased, and, at the end of labour, it begins to contraict, so as to
cause atrophy of the glandular substance. No treatment, excepting
amputation, is' of any avail'; Professor Helferich's patient refused to
undergo that operation. On the other hand, the only danger to
which a patient with this affection is exposed, is the chance of very
anute inflammation after labour.
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